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Warfield groups are defined to be direct summands of simply presented abelian
groups. By introducing a global definition of quasi-sequentially nice subgroups we
prove some characterizations of Warfield groups involving these groups, knice
subgroups, and valuated coproducts. Furthermore, we exhibit a new proof of a
characterization of Warfield groups in terms of nice subgroups and valuated
coproducts. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
An abelian group is called simply presented if it can be defined in terms
of generators and relations in such a way that all of the relations involve at
most two generators. Warfield groups are direct summands of simply
presented groups; in the p-local case that is, if the groups are Z -modulesp
.where Z is the ring of integers localized at the prime p they are calledp
w xWarfield modules. In 10 , Warfield established a complete classification
theorem for those modules and characterized them in terms of decomposi-
tion bases and a projective property. The various characterizations of
totally projective p-groups gave rise to a search for suitable generalizations
w xto describe Warfield modules in a similar fashion. In 9 , Moore showed
that Warfield modules are precisely those Z -modules which are the unionp
of a smooth chain of quasi-sequentially nice submodules with cyclic quo-
w xtients. In 2 , Hill and Megibben introduced the definition of a knice
submodule and used the Axiom 3 approach to describe Warfield modules.
*This paper forms parts of the author's doctoral dissertation at Wesleyan University under
the supervision of Dr. James D. Reid.
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w xIn their paper 2 , various implicit characterizations are contained which
w xwe make explicit in Theorem 2.2. Hunter, Richman, and Walker 5]7
studied Warfield groups as extensions of direct sums of valuated cyclics by
w xsimply presented torsion groups. In 5 , Hunter and Richman classified
 .global Warfield groups by global Ulm and Warfield invariants and
showed that their definition of a Warfield group coincides with the
w xdefinition given above. In 4 , Hill and Megibben proved a variety of
characterizations of Warfield groups using Axiom 3. The central idea was
the suitable definition of a nice subgroup for an abelian group which may
contain elements of infinite order. Knice subgroups were then defined in a
similar manner as in the p-local case. We suggest a global definition of a
quasi-sequentially nice subgroup and characterize Warfield groups in
terms of composition series consisting of knice and quasi-sequentially nice
 .subgroups Theorem 3.4 . Then we generalize the techniques in the proof
w xof Moore's theorem 9 and show that an abelian group G has a composi-
 .tion series of nice subgroups as in Theorem 3.4 ii if and only if G has a
 .nice decomposition basis with simply presented cokernel Theorem 3.6 .
Throughout this work, all groups are understood to be abelian, and we
w xfollow the terminology used in 1]3 .
2. LOCAL CASE
 :Let M be a Z -module. If S is a subset of M, then S denotes thep
submodule of M generated by S. Recall that a submodule N of M is nice
a  .  a .if p MrN s p M q N rN for all ordinals a , or equivalently, if every
coset of N contains an element of maximal p-height. The p-height of an
< <element x g M is denoted by x . By a height sequence we mean ap
 4sequence a s a where each a is an ordinal or the symbol `, andi i- v i
a - a for all i - v, with the convention that ` - `. The heighti iq1
i i < < 4  .  < <sequence of x g M is p x . Let M a s x g M: p x G a for allp pi- v i
4  .i - v . If a / ` for all i - v, then M a* is defined to be the submod-i
i . < <ule generated by all x g M a such that p x ) a for infinitely manyp i
 .values of i. If a s ` for some i - v, let M a* be the torsion part ofi
 .M a . Recall that a direct sum M of submodules of M is said to be a[ i
 . < <¨aluated coproduct in M if for each x s  x x g M we have x spi i i
 < < 4  .  .   ..min x which means that M l M a s M l M a for each[ [pi i i
height sequence a . A valuated coproduct M in M is called a )-[ i
 .¨aluated coproduct in M if for every height sequence a we have M l[ i
 .   ..M a* s M l M a* . An element x of M is said to be primiti¨ e if[ i
 .  4x f M a* where a is the height sequence of x. A subset X s x ofi ig I
M is called a decomposition basis for M, if all elements of X have infinite
 :  :  :order, Mr X is torsion, and X s [ x is valuated coproduct iniig I
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 :  :M. Note that if X is a decomposition basis for M, then X s [ xiig I
 :is actually a )-valuated coproduct in M. If X is nice, then X is called a
w xnice decomposition basis for M. Warfield 10 showed that M is a Warfield
module if and only if M has a nice decomposition basis X with simply
 :presented quotient Mr X .
w xFollowing Hill and Megibben 2 , we call a nice submodule N of M knice
if the following condition is satisfied: if S is a finite subset of M, then
 :there are primitive elements y , . . . , y and an r - v such that N [ y1 m 1
 : r :[ . . . [ y is a )-valuated coproduct that contains p S . A nicem
submodule N of M is called quasi-sequentially nice provided for each
x g M there is a k - v such that the coset pk x q N contains an element
k having the same height sequence as p x q N. The following lemma see
w x.2, p. 728 implies that knice submodules are quasi-sequentially nice and is
 .of interest since it global version Lemma 3.3 will be useful in the next
section.
LEMMA 2.1. Let N be a nice submodule of the Z -module M. Then N isp
quasi-sequentially nice if and only if for e¨ery x g M there is a k - v and a
 k :z g N such that N [ p x q z is a ¨aluated coproduct in M.
Now let R be a ring and G / 0 an R-module. We say that G is of simple
isomorphism type if every nonzero submodule is isomorphic to G. We call a
smooth chain
0 s N ; . . . ; N ; . . . ; N s G0 a l
of submodules a composition series for G provided for all a - l, N rNaq1 a
is a module of simple isomorphism type. Note that in case R s Z, our
w xdefinition coincides with the definition of a composition series given in 8 .
w xIn 9 , Moore showed that a Z -module M has a nice decomposition basisp
 :X such that Mr X is simply presented if and only if M possesses a
composition series consisting of quasi-sequentially nice submodules. Hill
w xand Megibben 2 were able to prove a variety of characterizations of
Warfield modules using the Axiom 3 approach. In their paper, some
implicit characterizations are contained which we make explicit in the
following theorem.
THEOREM 2.2. The following conditions are equi¨ alent for a Z -mod-p
ule M:
 .i M has a composition series consisting of quasi-sequentially nice
submodules;
 .  4ii M has a composition series N of nice submodules so that ifa a - l
 :N rN is infinite, then N s N [ x is a ¨aluated coproduct in Maq1 a aq1 a a
for some x g M;a
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 .iii M has a composition series consisting of knice submodules satisfy-
 .ing the conditions in ii ;
 .iv M has a composition series consisting of knice submodules.
 .  .Proof. Part i implies ii . Suppose that
0 s N ; . . . ; N ; . . . ; N s M0 a t
is a composition series for M consisting of quasi-sequentially nice submod-
 :ules. If N rN is isomorphic to Z , then N s N , y for someaq1 a p aq1 a
element y g M of infinite order. By Lemma 2.1, there is a k - v and a
 k :z g N such that N9 s N [ p y q z is a valuated coproduct in M, anda a
we let x s pk y q z. Now let g g M. Again, there are k9 - v anda
 k 9 :z9 g N such that N [ p g q z9 is a valuated coproduct. Theaq1 aq1
quotient N rN9 is torsion, hence psz9 g N9 for some s - v and there-aq1
k 9qs  k 9 :fore p g g N9 [ p g q z9 . Since N9rN is cyclic, we can applya
w xLemma 2.3 in 2 and conclude that N9 is nice. Since finite extensions of
nice submodules are nice, there are nice submodules
N9 s A ; A ; . . . ; A s N0 1 r aq1
such that the quotients A rA have order p. Therefore we obtain aiq1 i
chain of the desired form.
 .  .  4Part ii implies iii . We assume that N is a composition series asa a - l
 .in ii and show that the modules N are knice. Let X be the set of alla
 :  :  :elements x . Then X s x is a valuated coproduct and Mr X[a a
 :is torsion. Hence X is a decomposition basis for M and therefore X s
 :x is a )-valuated coproduct and the elements x are primitive.[ a a
 :Now we pick a module N and let Y s X l N , Z s X _ Y. Since Y [a a
 :  :Z is a )-valuated coproduct, N [ Z is a valuated coproduct, anda
 :  :  w x.N r Y is torsion, N [ Z is a )-valuated coproduct see 2, p. 716 .a a
n :Now let S be a finite subset of M. Then we may assume that p S is
 :  :contained in x [ . . . [ x for some n - v with x , . . . , x g Y and1 m 1 k
 :  :x , . . . , x g Z. Since A s N [ x [ . . . [ x is a )-valuatedkq1 m a kq1 n
n :coproduct containing p S , we conclude that N is knice.a
 .  .  .  .Clearly iii implies iv , and iv implies i because knice submodules
are quasi-sequentially nice. This completes the proof.
3. GLOBAL CASE
 .  :Not let G be a mixed abelian group. If S is a subset of G, S will
from now on denote the sub group generated by S. For any prime p, let Gp
denote the Z -module G m Z . A subgroup N of G is called locally nice ifp p
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N is nice in G for every prime p. Again, we follow the terminology usedp p
 w x .by Hill and Megibben see 3 for instance . The height matrix of x g G is
< i <  .the doubly infinite P = v matrix having p x as its p, i entry and isp
5 5 5 5denoted by x or x . More generally, a height matrix is a matrixG
w xM s m where each entry is an ordinal or the symbol ` suchp, i  p, i.g P=v
that m - m for all primes p and all i - v. Again, we put ` - `.p, i p, iq1
Let ` denote the height matrix having ` for each of its entries. If n is a
 .positive integer, let nM be the height matrix having m as its p, ip, jqi
entry where j is the p-height of n computed in Z. We let M be the p-rowp
 . 5 5m of the height matrix M, so x is the height sequence of x atpp, i i- v
w x w xp. If M s m and N s n , then we write M F N in case m F np, i p, i p, i p, i
 .for all p, i . Two height matrices M and N are said to be quasi-equi¨ alent,
and we write M ; N, provided there are positive integers m and n such
 .that mN G M and nM G N. For every height matrix M, the group G M
 5 5 4  .is defined to be x g G: x G M . In case M ¤ ` let G M* be the
 . 5 5subgroup generated by all x g G M where x ¤ M, and if M ; `, letG
 .  .G M* be the torsion part of G M . For each prime p and each height
i 4  .  < <sequence a s a define G a*, p s x g G: p x G a for all ipi i- v i
< i < :and p x / a for infinitely many values of i . Another subgroup wep i
 .  . w  .  U .xneed is G M*, p s G M l G M* q G M , p . Recall that a directp
sum of independent subgroups A of G is a ¨aluated coproduct in G ifi
 .  .   ..A l G M s A l G M for each height matrix M. A valu-[ [i i
ated coproduct A is said to be a )-¨aluated coproduct in G if[ i
 .  .  .A l F s A l F for all subgroups F of the form G M ,[ [i i
 .  .  .G M* , G a*, p , or G M*, p . The global definition of a primitive
element is the following: an element x g G is called primiti¨ e if, for each
w xpositive integer n, each height matrix M s m and each prime p,p, i
 . 5 5 < i <nx g G M*, p implies either x ¤ M or p nx / m for infinitelyG p p, i
 4many values of i. A decomposition basis for G is a subset X s x of Gi ig I
 :consisting of elements of infinite order such that Gr X is torsion and
 :  :X s [ x is a valuated coproduct. Note that as in the p-local case,iig I
 :  :X s [ x is actually a )-valuated coproduct and the elements xi iig I
 :are primitive. A decomposition basis X is called nice if X is locally nice
in G.
w xIn 4 , Hill and Megibben established a variety of characterizations of
Warfield groups using the third axiom of countability. The key was to
formulate the suitable global definitions of nice and knice subgroups for a
mixed abelian group: a subgroup N of G is called nice if
pa GrN . w xp s 0
ap G q N rN .
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for all primes p and all ordinals a . For p-groups this definition is
obviously equivalent to Hill's original definition of niceness. Note that
locally nice subgroups are nice, and if N is nice in G where GrN is
 w x.torsion, then N is locally nice see 3, p. 92 . Furthermore, we have:
 w x.  .THEOREM 3.1 Hill and Megibben 3 . i Finite extensions of nice
subgroups are nice;
 .  :ii Let N s A [ x be a ¨aluated coproduct in G where A is nice.
5 5 5 5Then N is nice. Moreo¨er, x s x q A .G G r A
 .iii Suppose that N s A [ B is a ¨aluated coproduct in G. If N is
nice, then A and B are nice.
 .iv Suppose that N is nice in G and let K be a subgroup of G
containing N. If KrN is nice in GrN and if KrN is torsion, then K is nice
in G.
A nice subgroup N of G is called knice provided the following condition
holds: if S is a finite subset of G, then there are primitive elements
 :  :y , . . . , y g G and a positive integer n such that N [ y [ . . . [ y1 m 1 m
 :is a )-valuated coproduct that contains n S .
We suggest the following global definition of a quasi-sequentially nice
subgroup:
DEFINITION 3.2. A nice subgroup N of the abelian group G is called
quasi-sequentially nice if for every x g G there is a positive integer m and
5 5 5 5an element z g N such that mx q z s mx q N .G G r N
 wNote that knice subgroups are quasi-sequentially nice cf. 3, Lemma
x.3.6 . To verify that the above definition is compatible with the usual
definition of ``quasi-sequentially nice,'' we let p be a prime and assume
that G is a Z -module. Let N be a submodule of G, x g G, and a anp
w x a  .  a .ordinal. Suppose that C p s 0 where C s p GrN r p G q N rN,
5 5 5 5and that mx q z s mx q N for some positive integer m andG G r N
a  .  a .z g N. To see that p GrN s p G q N rN, assume that x q N g
a  .  .  a .p GrN . Then m x q N s mx q z q N g p G q N rN, hence C is a
torsion module and it follows that C s 0.
As in the p-local case, quasi-sequentially nice subgroups can be de-
scribed in terms of valuated coproducts:
LEMMA 3.3. Let N be a nice subgroup of the abelian group G. Then N is
quasi-sequentially nice if and only if for e¨ery x g G there is a positi¨ e integer
 :m and an element z g N such that N [ mx q z is a ¨aluated coproduct
in G.
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Proof. Suppose that N is quasi-sequentially nice, and let x g G. Then
5 5there is a positive integer m and an element z g N such that mx q z G
5 5  :s mx q N . In view of the assertion we may assume that x l N sG r N
< i . <0. Let p be a prime, i - v, and n an integer. Then we have p mx q z p
< i < <  . < < <s p mx q N , hence n mx q z G nmx q h for all h g N. Now letp p p
< < <  . < < y g N. Then it follows that y G y q n mx q z and therefore n mxp p
. < <  . < <  . < < <q z G y q n mx q z . Hence we obtain y q n mx q z F y np p p p
<  . <  :n mx q z , so N [ mx q z is a valuated coproduct.p
 :Conversely, assume that N [ mx q z is a valuated coproduct. Since
5 5 5 5 5 5N is nice, we have mx q z s mx q z q N s mx q N byG G r N G r N
 .Theorem 3.1 ii , hence N is quasi-sequentially nice.
w xOne of the characterizations of Warfield groups contained in 4 is the
following: G is a Warfield group exactly if G has a composition series
 4N of nice subgroups such that if N rN is infinite, then N sa a - l aq1 a aq1
 :N [ x is a valuated coproduct in G for some x g G. Hence, thea a a
following theorem yields some more characterizations of Warfield groups.
THEOREM 3.4. The following conditions are equi¨ alent for an abelian
group G:
 .i G has a composition series consisting of quasi-sequentially nice
subgroups;
 .  4ii G has a composition series N of nice subgroups such that ifa a - l
 :N rN is infinite, then N s N [ x is a ¨aluated coproduct in Gaq1 a aq1 a a
for some x g G;a
 .iii G has a composition series consisting of knice subgroups satisfying
 .the conditions in ii ;
 .iv G has a composition series consisting of knice subgroups.
 .  .  4Proof. Part i implies ii . Let N be a composition series for Ga a -t
where each group N is quasi-sequentially nice. If N rN is isomorphica aq1 a
 :to Z, then there is an element y g G of infinite order with N s N , y .aq1 a
By Lemma 3.3 there is a positive integer m and a z g N such thata
 :N9 s N [ my q z is a valuated coproduct, so let x s my q z. Bya a
 .Theorem 3.1 ii , N9 is nice. N rN9 is torsion and cyclic, hence finite,aq1
 .and finite extensions of nice subgroups are nice by Theorem 3.1 i , so we
obtain a chain with the desired properties as in the p-local case.
 .  .  .Part ii implies iii . Let N be an element of a chain as in ii . We showa
 4that N is knice. As before we have that X s x is a decomposition basisa a
 :  :for G, hence X s x is a )-valuated coproduct in G and the[ a
elements of X are primitive. Again, let Y s X l N and Z s X _ Y. Sincea
 :  :  :N [ Z is a valuated coproduct and Y [ Z is a )-valuated coprod-a
 :  :  wuct where N r Y is torsion, N [ Z is a )-valuated coproduct cf. 4,a a
x.p. 124 . As in the p-local case it follows that N is knice.a
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 .  .Part iii implies iv , and knice subgroups are quasi-sequentially nice,
 .  .hence iv implies i .
w xIn 5 , Hunter and Richman showed that G is a Warfield group if and
only if G has a nice decomposition basis X with simply presented quotient
 :Gr X . Together with the aforementioned characterization of Warfield
groups by Hill and Megibben, Theorem 3.6 is obtained. We exhibit a new
proof generalizing the techniques in the proof of Moore's theorem see
w x.9 .
LEMMA 3.5. Let N be a subgroup of the abelian group G, and let p be a
prime and a an ordinal.
pa GrN pa G rN .  .p pw x w xIf p s 0, then p s 0.
a ap G q N rN p G q N rN .  .p p p
a  .  a . w xProof. We let C s p GrN r p G q N rN. C p s 0 means that
multiplication with p defines an injective map on C. Since Z is torsion-p
free, this implies that multiplication with p defines an injective map on C ,p
w x  .hence C p s 0. Since the natural map G rN ª GrN induces anp p p p
a a .  .isomorphism C ª p G rN r p G q N rN , we are done.p p p p p p
THEOREM 3.6. The following conditions are equi¨ alent for an abelian
group G:
 .  :i G has a nice decomposition basis X such that Gr X is simply
presented;
 .  4ii G has a composition series N of nice subgroups such that ifa a - l
 :N rN is infinite, then N s N [ x is a ¨aluated coproduct in Gaq1 a aq1 a a
for some x g G.a
 .  .  4Proof. Part i implies ii . We write X s x and define M sa a - l a
 :[ x for all ordinals a - l. Then we havegg - a
 :0 s M ; . . . ; M ; . . . ; M s X .0 a l
 :Since Gr X is a simply presented torsion group, we obtain a composi-
tion series
 :  :  :  :0 s N r X ; . . . ; N r X ; . . . ; N r X s Gr X0 b m
 :  :   :.of locally nice subgroups in Gr X . Since X s M [ [ x is aa gg G a
 :valuated coproduct in G and X is nice in G, M is nice in G bya
 .  :  :Theorem 3.1 iii . Now each group N r X is nice and Gr X is torsion,b
 .so N is nice in G by Theorem 3.1 iv . We let M s N and obtain ab lqb b
smooth chain
0 s M ; . . . ; M ; . . . ; M s G0 l lqm
 :of nice subgroups such that M s M [ x is a valuated coproduct inaq1 a a
G if a - l, and M rM has prime order if l F a - l q m.aq1 a
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 .  .  4Part ii implies i . As before, we conclude that X s x is a decompo-a
< <sition basis for G. Now fix a prime p. In the following, if x g G , then x pp
will always denote the p-height of x computed in G . Localization at pp
yields a smooth chain
0 s N ; . . . ; N ; . . . ; N s G .  .  .p p p0 a l p
and we may assume that we have proper inclusions. Furthermore, for each
 .  .ordinal a , either N r N is cyclic of order p or else there is anaq1 p a p
 .  .  :element x g X such that N s N [ x is a valuated coprod-pa aq1 p a p a
uct in G because p-localization preserves valuated coproducts. We letp
 .  :   . .a - l and show that each nonzero coset g q N q X g g Npa p aq1 p
 .contains an element of maximal p-height. First, we observe that pg g Na p
< <  .  .  :since otherwise N rN / p, i.e., N s N [ x and there-paq1 a aq1 p a p a
 .  :  .  :fore N q X s N q X , a contradiction. Let X s X l Np paq1 p a p 1 a
 :  :  :and X s X _ X . Then we get X s X [ X , and since X l2 1 1 2
 :N s X l N , N [ X is a valuated coproduct in G. Again,a aq1 aq1 2
 .  :  :  .N [ X is a valuated coproduct in G and we have X ; Np paq1 p 2 p 1 a p
since X is contained in N . We use Lemma 3.5 and conclude that there is1 a
 . < < < <  .an element x9 g N such that g q x9 G g q z for all z g N .p pa p a p
 .  :  :Now pick h g N and y g X , say y s y q y where y g Xp pa p 1 2 1 1
 :  . < < < <and y g X . Since y g N , we have g q x9 G g q h q y , andp p p2 2 1 a p 1
 .  : <since N [ X is a valuated coproduct in G , we obtain g q h qpaq1 p 2 p
< < < < < < < <y G g q h q y q y s g q h q y . Therefore g q x9 G g q h qp p p p1 1 2
<  .  :y which means that g q x9 is an element in the coset g q N q Xp pa p
of maximal p-height.
 :  .To show that X is a nice submodule of G as defined in Section 2 ,p p
 .  :we prove the stronger statement that N q X is a nice submodule ofpa p
 .  :G for each ordinal a . Let g - l and set Y s N q X . We show bypp g p
 .  .  .induction on a g - a - l that for all g g N g f Y there exists aa p
< < < <y g Y such that g q y G g q x for all x g Y. If a s g q 1, then thep p
assertion is true as we have seen in the above paragraph. Suppose that the
 .  .claim is true for all b - a where g - b and let g g N g f Y . If aa p
 .is limit ordinal, then g g N for some b - a , so by the inductionb p
< < < <hypothesis there is a y g Y such that g q y G g q x for all x g Y.p p
Assume that a y 1 exists. Then by the induction hypothesis each nonzero
 .  :   . .coset z q N q X z g N has an element of maximal p-pg p ay1 p
 .height. By what we have shown before, each nonzero coset z q N qay1 p
 :   . .X z g N has an element of maximal p-height. It follows that thep a p
 .  :coset g q Y s g q N q X has an element of maximal p-heightpg p
which completes the induction.
 .  :Therefore N q X is nice submodule of G for all ordinalspa p p
 .  : .  :a - l, hence M s N q X r X is a nice submodule ofp pa a p
 :  w x.G r X see 1, Lemma 79.3 . Further, M rM is isomorphic topp aq1 a
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 .  : .  .  : .N q X r N q X which is either isomorphic to ZrpZ orp paq1 p a p
equal to 0, so we can assume that
 :0 s M ; . . . ; M ; . . . ; M s G r X p0 a l p
 :is a composition series for the group G r X which may be identifiedpp
 :  :with the p-torsion part of Gr X . It follows that Gr X is a simply
 :presented group. Since X is a nice submodule of G for all primes p,p p
 :X is locally nice, hence nice in G. This completes the proof.
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